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[15:43]  Tony_Holmes: waiting for dial in details, listening but there is a lot of interference 

[15:44]  Lutz_Donner: May we have the AtLarge Slide getting removed? 

[15:44]  Liz_Gasster: yes, working on that! 

[15:44]  Liz_Gasster: sorry 

[15:45]  Lutz_Donner: Don't worry, I've already seen this slides and listend to Cherryl .. 

[15:45]  Liz_Gasster: But ISP slides were not loaded - presentations can get posted to schedule later 

[15:46]  Liz_Gasster: Now we have ISP meeting now 

[15:46]  Tony_Holmes: Wolf-Ulrich should lead on the first agenda item - AoC update. Thanks 

[15:47]  Liz_Gasster: Comments and questions can be typed here 

[15:48]  Tony_Holmes: Still awaiting dial in number 

[15:49]  Jaime_Wagne: dial 1 886 692 5726 passcode ISP 

[15:51]  Nick_Ashton: Is Theresa speaking in the room right now? 

[15:51]  Jaime_Wagne: yes 

[15:51]  Nick_Ashton: listening to it on the audio stream now 

[15:51]  Nick_Ashton: at http://stream.icann.org/taifa-64-en.m3u 

[15:52]  Jaime_Wagne: tks Nick 

[15:53]  Jaime_Wagne: Tony: could you get in through the number I gave above? 

[15:53]  Tony_Holmes: Are there any slides being shown? Nothing is visible on screen 

[15:54]  Jaime_Wagne: no 

[15:55]  Nick_Ashton: since no slides at the moment, switched to discussion layout 

[15:56]         Y9na: yes i am able to get the audio 

[15:58]         Y9na: no slides.. 

[15:59]  Tony_Holmes: Jaime - cannot access using that number? 

[16:04]  Tony_Holmes: Have got through - on the phone linr 

[16:05]        alain: great 

[16:29]  Jaime_Wagne: Who is y9na? Please identify yourself. 

[16:33]  Jaime_Wagne: Liz, please, could you give us the link to the final list of candidates for AoC-RT? 

[16:35]        alain: http://gnso.icann.org/AoC-reviews 

[16:41]  Jaime_Wagne: Tks Alain, but is there a general list? This is the GNSO list. 



[16:45]        alain: Not aware of any generalist, published now,  but I remember that during the AoC 

session Peter announced that a general list will be published 

[19:44]          www: Anything happening here? 

 

 


